
APPENDIX B
PROPOSED WARD NAMES

WARD 1

Bridge

The transformation of this brownfield site has created a community that is referred to locally 
as The Bridge.

The area sits in the shadow of the QEII crossing and the name reflects its identity.

WARD 2

Stone

Stone is a historic community. Although the suggested boundary changes have changed its 
geographical profile, this ward reflects the local identity of the community of Stone with its 
own train station.

WARD 3

Greenhithe

This ward is located on the waterfront and estuary of the Thames and has links to this name 
back to Roman times when it was known as Gretenrsce and by 1363 as Grenehuth.  
Although boundary changes have taken place it is not proposed to change the name of this 
ward

WARD 4

Knockhall

Although boundary changes have taken place it is not proposed to change the name of this 
ward as it is locally known as this.

WARD 5

Swanscombe

Although boundary changes have taken place it is not proposed to change the name of this 
ward as it is locally known as this.

WARD 6

Ebbsfleet

The developments within the Garden City are referred to as being at Ebbsfleet.  With a 
growing new community and the International Train Station located within the ward it is felt 
that this would be an appropriate name for the new ward.

The word Ebbsfleet has historical links to the area and is derived from the river in this 
location.
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WARD 7

Bean and Village Park

Bean is an established village within this ward which is surrounded with newer 
developments, ancient woodlands and Country Parks.

This name is suggested to retain Bean’s identity, reflect the continued incorporation of 
Darenth Village Park but also to acknowledge the separation from the main urban area of 
Darenth.  “Village Park’ ensures there this no elector confusion with ‘Darenth’. 

WARD 8

Fleet

This ward is made up a development which is known locally as the Fleet Estate.  This was 
built in 1950 and named after the original land owners who were a family of local brewers.

WARD 9

Powder Mills

Historically the area in the 18th century was covered in gun powder mills.  Utilising the water 
power and woodland areas available in this area, many mills were located up until the start 
of the 20th century.

WARD 10

Hesketh

Hesketh Park has been home to Dartford Cricket Club (DCC) since the start of the 20th 
century. 

Everard Hesketh, a local businessman, purchased two and a half acres (one hectare) of the 
land and donated it to the town in order to preserve it for the use of the local people in 
perpetuity. 

Alternative names suggested:

Trevithick - Richard Trevithick, a British mechanical engineer and inventor who 
successfully harnessed high-pressure steam and constructed the world’s first steam 
railway locomotive, is buried within this ward.  However, the large spine road at 
Temple Hill has been named after him and is a current polling place.
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WARD 11
 
Temple Hill

This area is known locally as Temple Hill because of the local authority estate built in 
response to the post-Second World War housing crisis. There are a significant number of 
community assets within the ward which bear the name ‘Temple Hill’ and this would appear 
to be a sensible ward description.  

However, it is appropriate to point out that new developments have now been built beyond 
the western boundary and consequently outside the ward, which bear a Temple Hill 
component in their postal address. There is a significant chance that this will informally fall 
into disuse as the new community have limited associations with Temple Hill and are more 
likely to consider themselves as ‘Town’. However, there are a number of houses that might 
have a Temple Hill component in their formal postal address but not attend polling places in 
a Temple Hill ward.

So, whilst the Council would prefer, and recommend,  ‘Temple Hill’ for Ward 11 we do offer 
an alternative for consideration. 

Alternative names suggested:

Templars - The road names in the area derive the connection in Dartford to the 
Knights Templar and it would therefore be an appropriately historic connection and 
reflect the common usage of Temple Hill.

WARD 12

Town

Dartford’s central area is growing rapidly. The ambition to create significant North/South 
connections through the low-lying town communities is enshrined in our long-standing local 
plan. The intention is to connect the new communities to the north of the Railway Station to 
the existing communities closer to the High Street by providing as many permeable walking, 
cycling and road links as possible.  With occupancy of these new communities now rising, 
there are significant signs that this is, indeed, proving to be a popular ‘desire line’ for new 
residents who are helping to populate the town economy.  Each of these existing and new 
communities within this boundary would be likely define their neighbourhood by reference to 
the ‘town’.  We have rejected modern or symbolic names for the ward in favour of a simple 
and elegant reflection of a growing and cohesive community who consider themselves to be 
Dartford town-dwellers …. Our proposal is Town ward. 

Alternative names suggested:

Central  - This is the ward that covers the main town centre shopping area and train 
station so this name could reflect the fact that people would see this as the centre of 
Dartford although not geographically so.

Trinity – Holy Trinity Church is located within this ward, however there are religious 
associations with using this.
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WARD 13

West Hill

Although boundary changes have taken place it is not proposed to change the name of this 
ward. The community has clear and distinct features, is cohesive and the name expresses 
the historic geography of the town. 

WARD 14

Heath

Although boundary changes have taken place it is not proposed to change the name of this 
ward.  Dartford Heath, which is an area of outstanding natural beauty, recorded as far back 
as 1660, is located within this ward.

WARD 15

Brooklands

The group of lakes are known locally as Brooklands and the name can be traced back to 
1896 referring to houses located adjacent to the lakes.

Alterative names suggested:

Ellingham - One of the lakes is known locally as Ellingham and is connected to a 
historic family.  However, a road on the Bridge Development was named after this 
connection, Ellingham View, which is located in another part of the borough.

WARD 16

Joydens Wood

Although boundary changes have taken place it is not proposed to change the name of this 
ward.

The name derives from ancient woodland which bounds the ward and holds a variety of 
trees and plants. It has an intriguing history which stretches back to Roman times and there 
are traces of settlements still within the forest which is in the care of the Woodlands Trust.

WARD 17

Leyton Cross

This areas has been known locally as Leyton Cross which can be traced back to 1860.

Alterative names suggested:

Baldwyns - Baldwyns Manor House, has now been converted into separate resident 
units.  However, its previous famous tenant, Sir Harry Maxim, who died at the manor 
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in 1874, was famous for his experiments with flying machines, and a blue plaque is 
mounted at Maypole Primary School

WARD 18

Wilmington and Hawley

This ward is made up with the villages of Wilmington and Hawley and identifies the two local 
communities.   

WARD 19

Sutton-at-Hone

Although boundary changes have taken place it is not proposed to change the name of this 
ward.

WARD 20

Darenth

Although boundary changes have taken place it is not proposed to change the name of this 
ward.

WARD 21

Longfield, New Barn and Southfleet

Although boundary changes have taken place it is not proposed to change the name of this 
ward.


